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Editorial message

It is our great pleasure to celebrate the 8th year of the PAJR. This is the fruit of tedious and accumulated efforts of all Arab Rhinology Team. This issue of the PAJR includes for the first time 12 articles that demonstrates the big awareness of Arab researchers of the importance and wide publicity of the PAJR.

Next year we all will celebrate also the 10th anniversary of the annual PARS conference. What is distinguished in such annual gathering is that next year it will be in Algeria. The merit of this is that all Arab Rhinologists want seriously to strengthen the relations with the Arab Maghreb region including Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia. Despite the difference in teaching languages, English and French, the common Arabic language melts easily such a barrier. It seems it will be a big gathering.

Last but not least, the Egyptian Rhinology Society will celebrate next year its 25th anniversary, arranging its RhinoEgypt 25 conference in Cairo, March 7-9, 2019. The conference will mark our Silver Jubilee, where we have invited the most highly distinguished international rhinologists who advanced and innovated rhinology, over a journey of three decades. Exceptional social and touristic programs will demonstrate the charm and beauty of Egypt.

The PAJR will stay always tuned to serve all the Rhinology researchers all over the world, especially young doctors.
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